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Companies are seeking proactive and reactive protection mechanisms with which to identify security 

vulnerabilities, close them, and continuously monitor for subsequent intrusion attempts against their business 
systems. Figure 1 illustrates the four major approaches to addressing these requirements: risk assessment using 
network probes and risk assessment using intelligent agents; and intrusion detection using network probes and 
intrusion detection using intelligent agents.  

 
 

 Intrusion Detection Risk Assessment 

 
Intelligent 
Agents 

 
 eNTrax 2.0 
 Axent – Intruder Alert (ITA) 
 Network Associates – CyberCop 

Server (formally Stalker) 
 Mission Critical – Sentry 
 Security Dynamics – KSM 
 

 
 eNTrax 2.0 
 Axent – Enterprise Security Manager 
 Security Dynamics – Kane Security Analyst 
 ISS – System Security Scanner (S3) 
 Platinum – SecureMax 
 

 
Network 
Probes 

 
 ISS – RealSecure 
 Network Associates – CyberCop 
 Cisco – NetRanger 

 
 Axent – NetRecon 
 ISS – Internet Scanner 
 Cisco – NetSonar 
 

 
Figure 1: Market Segments 
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Figure 2: Entrax Positioning of Host Based Intrusion Detection 

 
 

Intrusion Detection Using Intelligent Agents (host based intrusion detection) 
Two distinct approaches can be used to detect attempted intrusions. The first approach to detecting intrusions is to 
deploy intelligent agents on every system and periodically check any audit trails produced by the operating systems, 
databases, and applications. Audit trails contain information about various attempts to access a computer system and 
whether those attempts were successful. While intelligent agents can detect intrusions coming across an encrypted 
network connection, the intrusion may be detected well after the fact (too little, too late) — depending on the 
frequency with which an agent examines the audit trails. An audit trail is also typically the first thing intruders will 
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modify once they have successfully penetrated a computer or application. Additionally, many administrators disable 
audit trail facilities because of the excessive CPU and disk space they require. 
Intelligent agents can also detect intrusions by actively monitoring all the possible network connection points on the 
computer where it resides. The agent continuously checks to see if anyone is attempting to circumvent the standard 
access methods and exploit any known vulnerabilities, like anonymous ftp or backdoors in the electronic mail 
daemon. This approach consumes more CPU than simply monitoring the audit trails and requires the intelligent 
agent to have knowledge of any new security vulnerabilities that may have been recently discovered by computer 
system vendors. 

Intrusion Detection Using Network Probes (network based intrusion detection) 
The second approach uses network probes and involves actively monitoring all network activity from a strategically 
located computer on the network. Network traffic is inspected and suspicious activity is immediately reported to 
security administrators. This approach is easy to implement, but network probes can mistake legitimate traffic for 
illegitimate traffic and vice versa. Additionally, network probes cannot detect an intrusion attempt perpetrated across 
an encrypted connection, such as a virtual private network, through network traffic inspection. 

Risk Assessment Using Network Probes 
Today’s security products use two major risk assessment techniques. The first technique, network probes, is the 
easiest to deploy. A network probe launches a break-in attempt across a network from a central computer and then 
documents which attempts were successful. This approach effectively simulates how intruders would attempt to find 
potential vulnerabilities. Because the software only has to run on a single machine, using network probes does not 
involve supporting individual operating systems or distributing and installing software on every computer. 
However, the network probe approach has several weaknesses. Hacker attacks are typically serialized, hitting one 
computer and one security vulnerability at a time. As a result, it can take a long time for a single computer to assess 
the risks to a large number of systems. Furthermore, it is impossible to distinguish between the legitimate and 
illegitimate use of this type of product on the systems being attacked. Even more of a concern is that all the 
information gathered about security holes is subject to eavesdropping when it is transferred back to the central 
computer in clear text across the network. 

Risk Assessment Using Intelligent Agents 
An alternative technique is to deploy intelligent agents that reside on individual computers. These agents contain 
security policies that define the vulnerabilities to look for and how to correct them automatically — a feature not 
available with network probes. Security policies can be defined to check for potential vulnerabilities in databases, 
middleware, and business applications as well as operating systems. These agents are considerably more thorough 
than products that simply attack a computer from another computer on the network. Risk assessments can be 
scheduled and run on multiple computers in parallel, thereby speeding the overall assessment process. Most 
intelligent agents have a very low overhead with regard to network traffic, so companies can afford to run risk 
assessments across the enterprise on a daily basis. And the agents typically encrypt the results of their assessments 
before transmitting their reports back to a central management interface. This means that the information is not 
subject to eavesdropping. 

Competitor Business Overview 
Several vendors currently sell products into either or both the risk assessment or intrusion detection markets. This 
report focuses on the several top vendors as qualified by their 1997 product revenues in these specific security 
market segments. Two vendors with smaller revenue streams are included because they have either recently been 
acquired or they made acquisitions themselves, and they now have viable distribution organizations representing 
their products.  
 
Figure 3 illustrates the revenue of the top vendors. The numbers include product licenses, maintenance, and 
consulting services that were directly attributable to the installation and configuration of the products. In most cases, 
these numbers came directly from the vendors and were validated through published materials such as annual 
reports.  
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Figure 3: Competitor 1997 Revenues 

 
Recent Transactions 
 Cisco acquired WheelGroup 
 Security Dynamics acquired Intrusion Detection Inc. 
 McAfee and Network General formed Network Associates 
 TIS acquired Haystack 
 Network Associates acquired TIS 
 Veritas sold its security products to Platinum Technology 
 Axent acquired Raptor Systems 
 Memco acquired Abirnet 
 
 
• AXENT Technologies weighed in as the undisputed market leader in 1997 with revenues of approximately $28M, 
which is 43% of the overall market. This represents the combined sales of Enterprise Security Manager, its risk 
assessment product, and Intruder Alert, its intrusion detection product. AXENT’s strategy is to focus exclusively on 
the security market and provide a comprehensive solution across most of the security market segments. As evidence 
of this strategy, AXENT has recently completed a merger with Raptor Systems, which provides AXENT with a 
strong presence in the firewall market, particularly in the NT space. Additionally, AXENT just released a new 
vulnerability assessment product, called "NetRecon," in the network probe space. Integration will be a central theme 
for AXENT as it continues to unite its individual security products.  
 
• Internet Security Systems (ISS) established a credible number-two position in the market by accumulating 
approximately $13M in 1997, representing 20% of the market. ISS sells SafeSuite, a risk assessment product family 
led by its flagship product, Internet Security Scanner. In 1997, ISS also released RealSecure, a real-time intrusion 
detection and response product. The company’s future growth will be fueled by its initial public offering early in 
1998. At this time, ISS is focusing all its development efforts exclusively on these two security market segments.  
 
• Intrusion Detection, Inc. is a small security firm in Manhattan whose revenue is based on selling its risk 
assessment product, the Kane Security Analyzer, into the NetWare and NT marketplace. The majority of its installed 
base, located primarily on Wall Street, is running the NetWare version of the product. In 1997, Intrusion Detection 
managed to book approximately $6M in revenues, or about 9% of the market.  
 
• Trusted Information Systems (TIS) was recently acquired by Network Associates. TIS had acquired Haystack Labs 
during 1997 for its Stalker product line. The Stalker products perform intrusion detection from log files and are 
known for their focus on the Internet and web servers with WebStalker. Previous to being acquired by TIS in 1997, 
Haystack was struggling to establish a viable revenue stream. It appears that revenues picked up significantly once 
the TIS sales force began selling Stalker. As a result, TIS realized approximately $4M from the Haystack Stalker 
products, which amounts to 6% of the market. Considerably more potential exists for future revenue growth now 
that TIS has been acquired by Network Associates, which has an even larger distribution capacity.  
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• WheelGroup, recently acquired by CISCO, is well known for its intrusion detection product, NetRanger. The 
company recognized approximately $3M in revenues, or 5% of the market. NetRanger was released in 1997 and was 
quickly followed by NetSonar, a risk assessment product. Once CISCO’s sales channels get behind selling 
WheelGroup’s products, a strong possibility exists that these products could show some explosive revenue growth in 
1998.  
 
• Veritas, through its 1997 merger with OpenVision, acquired a line of security products that included AXXiON-
SecureMax, a risk assessment product. Although Veritas’ sales force focused on selling storage management 
solutions, the company managed to recognize approximately $2M in revenues for SecureMax, or 3% of the market. 
Early in 1998, Veritas sold its security products to PLATINUM technology, which is rebranding SecureMax as 
AutoSecure S-Max. The future bodes well for SecureMax since PLATINUM is building a strong security offering 
and intends to leverage SecureMax’s installed base of over 750 corporate customers.  
 
• Network Associates had a busy year in 1997. McAfee merged with Network General in 1997 to form Network 
Associates. Network General released CyberCop (only shipping since early March 1998), which is an intrusion 
detection technology that complements the TIS Haystack Stalker risk assessment product line that Network 
Associates acquired in early 1998. It is worth mentioning that CyberCop is based on the NetRanger product from 
WheelGroup. CyberCop’s sales revenues were fairly light at approximately $1M, or 2% of the market (based on 
back orders since the product had not yet shipped in 1997). Security was not Network General’s focus, but Network 
Associates has already announced its intention to become the dominant security management vendor. Prior to the 
TIS acquisition, Network Associates’ distribution channels accumulated an impressive $612M in 1997 revenues for 
its entire product line. The company has clearly demonstrated that it can sell products effectively.  
 
Several other vendors, such as Abirnet, Centrax, Netect, SAIC, and Trident Data Systems, currently offer 
comparable products. Trident has an impressive revenue stream of around $80M, but virtually all of it comes from 
the company’s consulting practice. Centrax also shows some promise because of its relationship with Microsoft, but 
Centrax’s success is currently limited to the NT market. Collectively, these vendors’ 1997 revenues for risk-
assessment and intrusion-detection products amounted to approximately $8M, or 13% of the overall market.  
 
 
 


